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The SAP PRESS Subscription
Starting at $34.99 per month!

For more information, visit:

support.sap-press.com

Save 10% on your next purchase with coupon code SPRCL101
Pre-orders excluded. Other restrictions apply.
New! 
SAP S/4HANA Migration
Navigate your SAP S/4HANA journey with these guides! Take your first look at the new suite and understand what it means for your business. Then learn how to prepare your SAP ERP system for migration. Follow step-by-step instructions that will help you prepare, implement, and integrate SAP S/4HANA. See what’s waiting for you with SAP S/4HANA!

SAP S/4HANA Migration
Pre-order

Preparing Your SAP ERP System for an SAP S/4HANA Migration
Pre-order

Migrating to SAP S/4HANA
Pre-order

Mehta, Aljaz, Duncan, Parikh
SAP S/4HANA Finance
An Introduction
Pre-order

This introduction to SAP S/4HANA Finance shows you next-generation finance: accounting, controlling, risk management, financial planning, and more. See how each process works in SAP S/4HANA, and take your first steps toward financial transformation!

E-book: $69.99
Print: $79.95
Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/4784

Janet Salmon, Michel Haesendonckx
SAP S/4HANA Finance: The Reference Guide to What’s New
Pre-order

SAP S/4HANA has changed finance—but are you ready for change? Consult the experts’ list of the most important innovations in SAP S/4HANA Finance. Evaluate their impact on your business users’ daily routines, and learn how to make SAP S/4HANA work for you.

E-book: $69.99
Print: $79.95
Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/4838

Pre-orders excluded. Other restrictions apply.
The career path for SAP HANA developers is changing, but it doesn’t need to be challenging. With our books, developers can see how SAP HANA alters ABAP programming, learn to develop native apps with SAP HANA XSA, and get certified for SAP HANA 2.0. It’s time to expand your development knowledge!

SAP HANA Developer

New!

Gahm, Schneider, Swannepoel, Westenberger

ABAP Development for SAP HANA


Albornhetti, Kohlbrenner, Pattanayak, Schrank, Sboarina

SAP HANA XSA

Native Development for SAP HANA


Rudi de Louw

SAP HANA 2.0 Certification Guide

Application Associate Exam


Patnaik, Rashid, Ruter

SAP HANA 2.0 Administration

The SAP HANA 2.0 administration guide is here! Explore the main principles of SAP HANA administration: system administration, table and object management, user and authorization management, and security. Follow example scenarios to see SAP HANA 2.0 administration in action, including step-by-step instructions and screenshots. From installation and deployment to troubleshooting and performance analysis, get everything you need to administrate SAP HANA.


Anil Bavaraču

Data Modeling for SAP HANA 2.0

Build, manage, and secure calculation views and table functions with the SAP Web IDE for SAP HANA. See how SAP Web IDE, SAP HANA Live, and SAP S/4HANA embedded analytics all interact to create effective data models. Explore advanced modeling concepts compatible with SAP HANA 2.0, like predictive modeling and geospatial analysis.


Jörg Brandeis

SQLScript for SAP HANA

- Learn SQLScript syntax and run your first routine in the SQL console
- Read and write to the SAP HANA database
- Integrate SQLScript with ABAP and SAP BW/4HANA


Sylia, Frye, Berg

SAP HANA

An Introduction

- Explore SAP HANA in all its forms: as database, as application platform, as driver for SAP S/4HANA
- Learn about data modeling, data provisioning, and administration
- Get the basics you need to speed into the world of SAP HANA


Ankisettipalli, Chen, Wankawala

SAP HANA Advanced Data Modeling

- Learn how to model complex logic in SAP HANA
- Build predictive models with R, PAL, and more
- Use performance tuning tools to get the most out of your SAP HANA models


Haun, Hickman, Loden, Walls

Implementing SAP HANA

- Implement SAP HANA as a data warehouse for analytics
- Integrate SAP HANA with SAP Data Services and SAP BusinessObjects BI
- Keep your system and your data safe by setting up authorizations, analytic privileges, and more


Jonathan Haun

SAP HANA Security Guide

- The comprehensive guide to SAP HANA security, from authentication to auditing
- Learn to develop a complete security model using practical examples and case studies
- Identify the critical settings necessary to pass an SAP HANA security audit


Cundiff, Gomes, Lamb, Loden, Suneja

Data Provisioning for SAP HANA

- Get to know your options for provisioning data for SAP HANA
- Learn how and when to use each tool
- See the tools in action with in-depth case studies


Merz, Hugens, Blum

Implementing Machine Learning with SAP HANA

- Design and build machine learning and AI applications with SAP HANA PAL
- Integrate applications with SAP S/4HANA embedded analytics
- Leverage Google TensorFlow and R in SAP HANA applications


Implementing SAP BW on SAP HANA

- Explore your SAP BW on SAP HANA implementation options
- Get step-by-step instructions for migration, including pre- and post-steps
- Learn how SAP HANA changes data modeling, reporting, and administration for an SAP BW system


Save 10% on your next purchase with coupon code SPRCTL10!
New! Programming
$24.99 E-book:
Troubleshoot and monitor apps and manage
Configure SAP Fiori launchpad for large-scale
Implement large numbers of SAP Fiori apps:
Large-Scale Application Implementation
SAP Fiori and SAP S/4HANA
Phillip Parkinson
$19.99 E-book:
Learn basic and advanced debugging
Explore the various debugging tools at your
Find and respond to errors in your SAP Fiori
Debugging the User Interface
SAP Fiori and SAPUI5
DJ Adams
$69.99 E-book:
Use client-side services in your SAPUI5
Learn to work with SAP Fiori launchpad
Customize SAP Fiori launchpad with UI
Customize SAP Fiori launchpad with UI extensions, plugins, and custom tiles
Programming
$19.99 E-book:
Learn about the SAP Fiori certification test structure and how to prepare
Review the key topics covered in each portion of your exam
Test your knowledge with practice questions and answers
SAP Fiori Certification Guide
Development Associate Exam
$69.99 E-book:
Export prototypes into the SAP Web IDE to
Collaborate on projects and gather user feedback
Build interactive UX prototypes for SAPUI5
Prototyping and Design
SAP Build
$69.99 E-book:
Use SAP Gateway and OData services in SAP
Optimize your applications with controls,
Optimize your applications with controls, theming, security, and performance enhancements
SAP Gateway and OData
$69.99 E-book:
Get SAP Gateway up and running in your system
Build OData services for application development
Use SAP Gateway and OData services in SAP
SAP Gateway and OData Integration
$69.99 E-book:
Learn about the SAP Fiori implementation and development
Learn about the SAP Fiori implementation and development
SAP Fiori Implementation and Development
$69.99 E-book:
Learn to work with SAP Fiori launchpad
Learn to work with SAP Fiori launchpad
SAP Fiori Launchpad
Development and Extensibility
Steve Guo
$79.99 E-book:
Learn about the SAP Fiori launchpad development and extensibility
Learn about the SAP Fiori launchpad development and extensibility
SAP Fiori Launchpad
Development and Extensibility
Dwayne DeSylvia, Jonathan Yagos
$69.99 E-book:
Export prototypes into the SAP Web IDE to
Collaborate on projects and gather user feedback
Build interactive UX prototypes for SAPUI5
Prototyping and Design
SAP Build
$79.99 Print:
Test your knowledge with practice questions
Review the key topics covered in each portion of your exam
Learn about the SAP Fiori certification test structure and how to prepare
SAP Fiori Certification Guide
Development Associate Exam
Krishna Kishor Kammajé
$69.99 E-book:
Learn about the SAP Fiori launchpad development and extensibility
Learn about the SAP Fiori launchpad development and extensibility
SAP Fiori Launchpad
Development and Extensibility
Anil Bavaraju
$69.99 E-book:
Learn about the SAP Fiori launchpad development and extensibility
Learn about the SAP Fiori launchpad development and extensibility
SAP Fiori Launchpad
Development and Extensibility
Goudeh, Nepraunig, Seidel
SAPUI5
$24.99 E-book:
Learn about the SAP Fiori launchpad development and extensibility
Learn about the SAP Fiori launchpad development and extensibility
SAP Fiori Launchpad
Development and Extensibility
Massimo Tuscano
$89.99 Print:
Use SAP Gateway and OData services in SAP
Use SAP Gateway and OData services in SAP
SAP Gateway and OData
$89.99 Print:
Use SAP Gateway and OData services in SAP
Use SAP Gateway and OData services in SAP
SAP Gateway and OData
$79.99 E-book:
Explore the various debugging tools at your
Find and respond to errors in your SAP Fiori
Debugging the User Interface
SAP Fiori and SAPUI5
DJ Adams
$79.95 E-book:
Recover data from your SAP Cloud Platform Mobile Services apps
Recover data from your SAP Cloud Platform Mobile Services apps
SAP Cloud Platform Mobile Services
Application Development and Operations
Maximo Tuscano
$79.95 E-book:
Explore the various debugging tools at your
development and extensibility
SAP Gateway and OData
Goudeh, Nepraunig, Seidel
SAPUI5
$79.95 E-book:
Learn the comprehensive guide to building, deploying,
and managing SAPUI5 applications
Learn the comprehensive guide to building, deploying, and managing SAPUI5 applications
SAPUI5
$79.95 E-book:
Learn the comprehensive guide to building, deploying, and managing SAPUI5 applications
Learn the comprehensive guide to building, deploying, and managing SAPUI5 applications
SAPUI5
$79.95 E-book:
Learn the comprehensive guide to building, deploying, and managing SAPUI5 applications
Learn the comprehensive guide to building, deploying, and managing SAPUI5 applications
SAPUI5
$89.99 Print:
Use SAP Gateway and OData services in SAP
Use SAP Gateway and OData services in SAP
SAP Gateway and OData
$89.99 Print:
Use SAP Gateway and OData services in SAP
Use SAP Gateway and OData services in SAP
SAP Gateway and OData
$69.99 E-book:
Learn the comprehensive guide to building, deploying, and managing SAPUI5 applications
Learn the comprehensive guide to building, deploying, and managing SAPUI5 applications
SAPUI5
New! Pre-orders excluded. Other restrictions apply.

John Mumtamba Bilay, Roberto Viana Blanco
SAP Process Orchestration
The Comprehensive Guide
• Build and configure interfaces with AEX
• Create business processes with SAP BPM and business rules with SAP BRM
• Learn how to move from SAP PI to SAP PO
E-book: $69.99  Print: $79.95  Bundle: $89.99
www.sap-press.com/4431

Gupta, Caparthi, Gopalakrishna, Ladia
Introducing Blockchain with SAP Leonardo
• Utilize blockchain with SAP Leonardo, SAP Cloud Platform, and SAP HANA
• Develop blockchain applications with Hyperledger Fabric and Multichain
• Understand the future of blockchain in the SAP landscape
E-book: $24.99 
www.sap-press.com/4843

Anne Johnson
Design Thinking with SAP
• Understand the SAP design thinking methodology, tools, and processes
• Learn to organize and facilitate workshops
• Walk through workshops for SAP UX design and SAP Business Innovation
E-book: $24.99
www.sap-press.com/4643

Alexandra Graabe
Hands On with SAPUI5 and the SAP Web IDE
• Get access to SAP HANA Cloud Platform and the SAP Web IDE and learn how to use them for SAPUI5 development
• Code your first app by following step-by-step instructions and examples
• Enhance your app with UI components and internationalization features
E-book: $19.99
www.sap-press.com/4431

Chithra Rangkarasamree, Kunnawat Yodmalai
SAP and Chatbots
Development and Integration
• Talk to SAP applications through your messaging platform of choice
• Program bots to send messages to and from SAP ERP and SAP S/4HANA
• Prepare the SAP backend to respond to bot messages
E-book: $24.99
www.sap-press.com/4819

E-book: $69.99  Print: $79.95  Bundle: $89.99
www.sap-press.com/4766

New!

Kiran Bandari
Complete ABAP
• An everyday reference for the ABAP programmer of all levels
• Learn language elements, syntax, concepts, and more
• Explore modularization, modifications, and enhancements
E-book: $69.99  Print: $79.95  Bundle: $89.99
www.sap-press.com/3973

Gahm, Schneider, Swanepeol, Westenberger
ABAP Development for SAP HANA
• Understand how SAP HANA changes ABAP programming for even the most experienced developers
• Enable code pushdown to move code from the application server to the database
• Get up to speed on the SAP HANA development environment
E-book: $69.99  Print: $79.95  Bundle: $89.99
www.sap-press.com/4766

New!

Core Data Services for ABAP
Dive deep into data modeling with this comprehensive guide to ABAP core data services (CDS). Get the skills you need to create data models with in-depth information on CDS syntax, its key components, and its capabilities. Walk step-by-step through modeling application data in SAP S/4HANA and developing analytical and transactional application models. From creating a CDS view to troubleshooting, this book is your end-to-end source for ABAP CDS.
E-book: $69.99  Print: $79.95  Bundle: $89.99
www.sap-press.com/4822

Stefan Haas, Binco Mathe
ABAP Development for SAP S/4HANA
ABAP Programming Model for SAP Fiori
Master the end-to-end development process for SAP S/4HANA applications using the new ABAP programming model. Build applications from scratch, or use SAP Fiori elements to get a head start! Then, deploy your applications to the SAP Fiori launchpad and get the best practices you need to operate applications post-development.
E-book: $69.99  Print: $79.95  Bundle: $89.99
www.sap-press.com/4766

New!

www.sap-press.com/4751

New!
Discover how SAP BW/4HANA changes your business more intelligent.

Explore step-by-step universe design, from start to finish and develop interactive applications. A real-life demo scenario in our SAP Analytics Cloud E-Bite walks you through navigating your BI tasks in the cloud. Make your visualizations elegant and intuitive with our guides!

Experience SAP BW/4HANA changes your BI landscape.

Master the basic principles and concepts of SAP BW.

Bring your data presentations into focus with this comprehensive guide to SAP BusinessObjects Web Intelligence.

Get SAP Predictive Analytics up and running and master predictive models—regression, time series forecasting, clustering, and more. Discover the essential tools, from Predictive Factory and the Automated Modeler to the Data Manager and Social Network Analytics. Get predictive analytics working for you!

Save 10% on your next purchase with coupon code SPRCTL10! Pre-orders excluded. Other restrictions apply.
Make sure your solutions are fully functional with the latest SAP Solution Manager release. First, upgrade your current system and then dive into management and other daily tasks with our guides to SolMan 7.2. Finally, discover how to make the move to SAP S/4HANA even easier with SolMan — 2025 is just around the corner, after all!
Introducing SAP Data Hub

Learn how to move from SAP PI to SAP PO

E-book: $69.99  Print: $79.95  Bundle: $89.99
www.sap-press.com/4431

SAP Process Orchestration: The Comprehensive Guide

• Build and configure interfaces with AEX
• Create business processes with SAP BPM and business rules with SAP BRM
• Learn how to move from SAP PI to SAP PO

E-book: $59.99  Print: $79.95  Bundle: $89.99
www.sap-press.com/4652

New!

E-book: $24.99
www.sap-press.com/4723

Interface Monitoring and Error Handling with SAP AIF

• Monitor and troubleshoot interfaces with transactions /AIF/ERR and /AIF/IFMON
• Set up alerts and authorizations
• Integrate SAP AIF with other monitoring tools, such as SAP Solution Manager

E-book: $29.99
www.sap-press.com/4714

Joe Markgraf, Alessandro Banzer

SAP System Security Guide

If you’re a Basis administrator looking to keep your SAP system under lock and key, this is the book for you!

Discover information on security-relevant issues, from identity and access management to network and backend security. Get the technical know-how to identify vulnerabilities, defend your system from internal and external threats, and pass audits. Secure your SAP system from the ground up!

E-book: $69.99  Print: $79.95  Bundle: $89.99
www.sap-press.com/4307

Jonathan Haun

SAP HANA Security Guide

How do you protect and defend your SAP HANA database and application development platform? This comprehensive guide details your options, including privileges, encryption, and more. Learn how to secure database objects, provision and maintain user accounts, and develop and assign roles. Then take an in-depth look at authentication and certificate management before seeing how to enable auditing and security tracing. Up to date for SAP HANA 2.0!

E-book: $69.99  Print: $79.95  Bundle: $89.99
www.sap-press.com/4227

Lehnert, Luther, Christoph, Pluder, Fernandes

GDPR and SAP

Data Privacy with SAP Business Suite and SAP S/4HANA

• Comply with the EU’s GDPR regulation and avoid costly fines
• Design your IT environment to meet data privacy requirements
• Explore the SAP software solutions that protect sensitive personal data

E-book: $99.99
www.sap-press.com/4605

New!

John Mutumba Bilay, Roberto Viana Blanco

Error Handling with SAP AIF

Interface Monitoring and

Create business processes with SAP BPM and business rules with SAP BRM

least two options, including privileges, encryption, and more. Learn how to secure database objects, provision and maintain user accounts, and develop and assign roles. Then take an in-depth look at authentication and certificate management before seeing how to enable auditing and security tracing. Up to date for SAP HANA 2.0!

E-book: $69.99  Print: $79.95  Bundle: $89.99
www.sap-press.com/4567

Theresa Marquis, Marjorie Wright

SAP S/4HANA: Management Accounting Certification Guide

Application Associate Exam

Ace the SAP S/4HANA CO exam for version 1709 or 1809 with this certification study guide! Understand the test structure, then walk through each topic area, from product cost planning to profit center accounting and beyond.

E-book: $69.99  Print: $79.95  Bundle: $89.99
www.sap-press.com/4886

Ivan Femia

SAP Cloud Platform Certification Guide

Development Associate Exam

From application development to the Internet of Things, this guide will review the key SAP Cloud Platform knowledge you need to pass with flying colors.

Your path to SAP Cloud Platform certification begins here!

E-book: $69.99  Print: $79.95  Bundle: $89.99
www.sap-press.com/4856

Krishna Kishor Kammaju

SAP Fiori Certification Guide

Development Associate Exam

Review core concepts including SAP Fiori architecture, configuration, and security, then test your knowledge with detailed questions and answers. From SAP Fiori installation and SAP Fiori launchpad configuration to OData and UI extensibility, solidify your expertise and pass with flying colors!

E-book: $69.99  Print: $79.95  Bundle: $89.99
www.sap-press.com/4501

Puneet Asthana, David Haslam

ABAP 7.5 Certification Guide

Development Associate Exam

Gear up for your ABAP C_TAW12_750 certification! Refresh your knowledge with coverage of key concepts and important terminology. Study up on the latest in ABAP, like SQL statements, CDS views, ABAP classes, ABAP data types, and more.

E-book: $59.99  Print: $69.95  Bundle: $78.99
www.sap-press.com/4605

Rudi de Louw

SAP HANA 2.0 Certification Guide

Application Associate Exam

Get certified in SAP HANA 2.0 with this guide to the SAP Certified Application Associate test for SAP HANA (C_HANA19_13 and C_HANA19_14) Understand the structure of the exam and review the key concepts you’ll be tested on, from SAP HANA XSA to CDS views.

E-book: $69.99  Print: $79.95  Bundle: $89.99
www.sap-press.com/4567

Stefanos Pouugas

SAP S/4HANA Financial Accounting Certification Guide

Application Associate Exam

Preparing for your financial accounting exam? From general ledger accounting to financial close, this guide will review the key technical and functional knowledge you need to make the grade. Up to date for SAP S/4HANA 1709 and 1809!

E-book: $69.99  Print: $79.95  Bundle: $89.99
www.sap-press.com/4825

Eichert, Luka, Nowak

Introducing SAP Data Hub

See how SAP Data Hub simplifies the data landscape

• Explore data pipelining, orchestration, and governance capabilities
• Learn how SAP Data Hub integrates with existing SAP products

E-book: $24.99
www.sap-press.com/4723

Jonathan Haun

SAP HANA Security Guide

How do you protect and defend your SAP HANA database and application development platform? This comprehensive guide details your options, including privileges, encryption, and more. Learn how to secure database objects, provision and maintain user accounts, and develop and assign roles. Then take an in-depth look at authentication and certificate management before seeing how to enable auditing and security tracing. Up to date for SAP HANA 2.0!

E-book: $69.99  Print: $79.95  Bundle: $89.99
www.sap-press.com/4227

www.sap-press.com/adam
When it comes to learning SAP S/4HANA Finance, you need resources you can count on. These guides introduce next-generation finance in the new suite! Get insight into the most important innovations, step-by-step instructions for system conversion, and a path for certification. From introduction to implementation, update your skills for the next generation of SAP finance.
**SAP S/4HANA Management Accounting Certification Guide**

- Learn about the SAP S/4HANA certification test structure and how to prepare
- Review the key topics covered in each portion of your exam

E-book: $69.99  Print: $70.95  Bundle: $89.99


---

**Configuring Controlling in SAP ERP**

- Configure the CO module to meet your business needs
- Improve interaction between CO and other modules
- Learn how SAP HANA impacts your financial processes

E-book: $69.99  Print: $70.95  Bundle: $89.99


---

**CO-PA in SAP S/4HANA Finance**

- Master the profitability analysis functionality in SAP S/4HANA Finance
- Set up your value flows, reporting, and planning processes


---

**Introducing the Material Ledger in SAP S/4HANA**

- Explore currencies, actual costing, and more in SAP S/4HANA
- See how data model simplifications impact your Material Ledger processes
- Preview your migration from SAP ERP or third-party systems

E-book: $24.99


---

**Product Cost Controlling with SAP**

- Walk through product cost controlling from end to end
- Master integrated planning, product cost planning, cost object controlling, reporting, and more
- Use SAP HANA to reduce long run times during month-end processing


---

**Controlling with SAP ERP: Business User Guide**

- Master your daily tasks and transactions in SAP ERP Controlling
- Get step-by-step instructions for reporting, planning, and budgeting, actual postings, and period close
- Learn how SAP HANA and SAP Fiori improve your CO processes

E-book: $69.99  Print: $70.95  Bundle: $89.99


---

**Cash Management with SAP S/4HANA**

- Configure your cash management processes in SAP S/4HANA
- Perform your cash management operations in on-premise and cloud SAP S/4HANA
- Migrate your cash data into SAP S/4HANA


---

**Introducing Governance, Risk, and Compliance (GRC) in SAP S/4HANA**

- Dive into embedded GRC with SAP S/4HANA
- Explore the new solutions for audit management and business integrity screening
- Learn how SAP S/4HANA handles your GDPR requirements

E-book: $29.99


---

**Introducing Financial Reporting Tools for SAP S/4HANA**

- Understand the native reporting capabilities in SAP S/4HANA
- Explore SAP Fiori apps, SAP BusinessObjects BI, and more
- Develop tool selection criteria

E-book: $24.99


---

**Introducing Asset Accounting in SAP S/4HANA (FI-AA)**

- Explore new asset accounting functionality in SAP S/4HANA
- Unlock key fixed asset transactions for capitalization, retirement, and more
- Plan your migration

E-book: $19.99


---

<details>
<summary>More Books...</summary>

- **Ledger in SAP S/4HANA**
  - Introducing the Material Ledger
  - Rogerio Faleiros, Paul Ovigele
  - $24.99

- **Finance & Controlling E-book: $24.99**

- **SAP Revenue Accounting and Reporting and IFRS 15**
  - The IFRS 15 standard is here—is your company ready? See how the five-step framework for revenue recognition affects your business processes, and dive into best practices for implementing and configuring SAP Revenue Accounting and Reporting. From there, discover how to migrate old data, process contracts, and produce reports. Don’t delay: Make sure your business is IFRS-compliant!

- **Implementing SAP Governance, Risk, and Compliance**
  - Effectively implement and configure the entire GRC 10.0 suite
  - Proactively manage regulatory change, meet business needs, and direct corporate compliance

</details>
Looking for materials management in SAP S/4HANA? Follow along with our guides to MM, sourcing and procurement, and both MRP and DDMRP. See the big picture, and then get the step-by-step instructions you need!

**Materials Management in SAP S/4HANA**

**1. Logistics with SAP S/4HANA**
   An Introduction
   Bhattacharjee, Narasimhamurti, Desai, Vazquez, Walsh
   E-book: $69.99  Print: $79.95  Bundle: $89.99

**2. Materials Management with SAP S/4HANA**
   Business Processes and Configuration
   Jawad Akhtar, Martin Murray
   E-book: $79.99  Print: $89.95  Bundle: $99.99

**3. Sourcing and Procurement in SAP S/4HANA**
   Justin Ashlock
   E-book: $69.99  Print: $79.95  Bundle: $89.99

**4. Introducing Material Requirements Planning (MRP) in SAP S/4HANA**
   Caetano Almeida
   E-book: $24.99

**5. Introducing Demand-Driven Replenishment (DDMRP) in SAP S/4HANA**
   Ferenc Gulyássy, Jawad Akhtar
   E-book: $24.99

**SAP Integrated Business Planning**

**Functionality and Implementation**

- Configure and use the S&OP, demand, response and supply, and inventory planning applications
- Measure your progress with the SAP Supply Chain Control Tower

**E-book:** $69.99  **Print:** $79.95  **Bundle:** $89.99

**Configuring and Executing an Inventory Plan with SAP IBP**

- Set up a monthly inventory plan with SAP IBP for inventory
- Run your plan: validate the inputs, assess drivers, and do what-if analysis
- Reference a case study to see inventory planning in action

**E-book:** $24.99

**Configuring and Running Demand Sensing with SAP IBP**

- Set up demand sensing with SAP IBP using step-by-step instructions
- Run SAP IBP for demand to predict short-term consumer behavior
- Evaluate your supply chain business processes and IT infrastructure

**E-book:** $29.99

**Sales and Operations Planning with SAP IBP**

- Set up and use SAP IBP for sales and operations planning
- Perform demand planning, constrained and unconstrained supply planning, and more
- Build planning views and dashboards to report on your KPIs

**E-book:** $79.99  **Print:** $89.95  **Bundle:** $99.99

**Inventory Planning and Optimization with SAP IBP**

How much inventory is ideal? From setting service target levels and lead times to managing demand variability, learn to calculate and plan the best way to handle your inventory. Configure SAP Integrated Business Planning for inventory and model your supply network. Then optimize your inventory practices and measure your performance through KPIs, reports, and dashboards. Plan and control your stock levels with this all-in-one guide!

**E-book:** $79.99  **Print:** $89.95  **Bundle:** $99.99

**Production Planning with SAP S/4HANA**

Allocate your materials, personnel, and machinery with SAP S/4HANA! This comprehensive guide will show you how to configure production planning in SAP S/4HANA for discrete, process, and repetitive manufacturing. Next, you’ll learn to run those processes using step-by-step instructions. Master production workflows, like batch management, S&OP, demand management, PP-DS, and MRP. With industry examples throughout, this guide is your one-stop shop for PP with SAP S/4HANA!

**E-book:** $79.99  **Print:** $89.95  **Bundle:** $99.99

Save 10% on your next purchase with coupon code SPRCTL10! Pre-orders excluded. Other restrictions apply.
Materials Management with SAP ERP

- Functionality and Technical Configuration
  - Configure MM to reflect your requirements
  - Maintain critical materials data
  - Master functionalities like batch management, inventory management, purchasing, and quotation management

E-book: $69.99 | Print: $70.95 | Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/4651

SCM/Logistics

24

Print: $89.95

SCM/Logistics

25

Print: $89.95

Inventory Management and Optimization in SAP ERP

- Master daily inventory processes using SAP ERP
- Create a sustainable inventory strategy to optimize stock levels
- Monitor inventory performance and measure results

E-book: $69.99 | Print: $70.95 | Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3777

Introducing Central Procurement with SAP S/4HANA

- Explore centralized procurement with SAP S4/HANA
- Walk through central requisitions, contract management, and purchasing
- Consider implementation options to connect your ERP systems


www.sap-press.com/4800

Implementing SAP Global Trade Services

- Effectively implement and configure SAP GTS
- Use compliance, customs, and risk management functionality for your trade processes
- Manage regulatory changes and meet your organization’s trade requirements


www.sap-press.com/4651

Qualify Management with SAP ERP

- Set up an essential Quality Management master data foundation
- Optimize your QM business processes for planning, notification, and inspections
- Integrate QM with your supply chain and SAP ERP

E-book: $69.99 | Print: $70.95 | Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3755

Introducing Advanced Variant Configuration (AVC) with SAP S/4HANA

- Explore AVC for engineering, sales, and manufacturing
- Learn how the new AVC engine improves MTS, MTO, and ETO products
- Preview your migration to AVC in SAP S/4HANA

E-book: $29.99 | Print: $34.95

www.sap-press.com/4606

SAP Ariba

Business Processes, Functionality, and Implementation

- Manage your procurement activities with this comprehensive guide to SAP Ariba. Get step-by-step instructions for supplier communication and collaboration, contract and invoice management, trend analysis, and more. From deployment to use, see how SAP Ariba fits into your procurement landscape and connects to SAP S/4HANA and SAP ERP. Get your procurement needs squared away with SAP Ariba!

E-book: $79.99 | Print: $89.95 | Bundle: $99.99

www.sap-press.com/4769

Warehouse Management with SAP EWM

- Improve warehouse productivity from inbound processing to storage and operations to outbound processing
- Configure SAP EWM for your requirements
- Integrate SAP EWM with SAP ERP

E-book: $69.99 | Print: $79.95 | Bundle: $89.99

www.sap-press.com/3914
Ready to move your HR into the cloud? With these guides, you can explore the SAP SuccessFactors suite, migrate your data from SAP ERP HCM to SAP SuccessFactors Employee Central, and learn how to use its extensive HR functionality. Whether you’re looking to breach the surface of SAP SuccessFactors or dive into Employee Central, these guides will take you to new depths!
Chandrakant Agarwal
SAP CRM
Business Processes and Configuration
- The complete resource for implementing SAP CRM for marketing, sales, and service
- Set up product determination, campaign management, service functions, and more
- Apply expert tips for maximizing your SAP CRM solution

Sanjwar K. Singh, Karan Seod
SAP Sales Cloud
Sales Force Automation with SAP C/4HANA
- Implement SAP Cloud for Customer’s sales functionality in your CRM landscape
- Manage leads, opportunities, quotes, orders, and more
- Integrate with SAP ERP, SAP CRM, and third-party solutions

Chudy, Castedo, Lopez
Sales and Distribution in SAP ERP: Business User Guide
- Master the key sales and distribution functions and tasks
- Use SD in your daily processes: sales, shipping, billing, and more
- Troubleshoot common problems and pitfalls

John Burton
Introducing CRM in SAP S/4HANA
- Discover SAP S/4HANA for customer management
- Explore architecture and functionality for sales and service
- Preview migration paths from SAP CRM to SAP S/4HANA

Vishno, Verhoog, Messinger-Michaels
SAP Commerce Cloud
Commerce with SAP C/4HANA
- Connect and integrate your commercial channels with SAP Commerce and SAP Commerce Cloud
- Learn to handle content, catalogs, and orders, configure essential components, and perform support and service tasks with step-by-step instructions
- Get more from your implementation by improving your customer-facing search functionality and tweaking language and currency settings
- Finally, integrate SAP Commerce with your backend system and see how successful organizations apply best practices
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